























“DOES AUTISM NEED A CURE?”, BY SIMON BARON-
COHEN, WWW.THELANCET.COM  VOL 373
She starts from the idea that, for neurological reasons, 
people with autism are “mental solipsists”—i.e., that 
they think about their own view of the world rather than 
other people’s.
This is the idea that people with autism have difficulties 
in developing a “theory of mind”, that is, attributing 
mental states to others. As a result, social interaction 
and communication is confusing for them to make 
sense of, whereas for a typical person it is effortless. 
Barnbaum explores the consequences of this mental 
solipsism for people with autism. Does this leave them 







(１) 心の理論説(theory of mind thesis)
(２) 中心性統合弱化説（weak central coherence      
thesis）
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